
Shadow 1101 

Chapter 1101: Peach tree iv 

The peach tree where he and Sofia declare their oaths. Thinking about it again, at that time, it was really 

chunnibyou like of him to say such cringe words 

But he was a lot younger. And a lot more na?ve. Still, for most part, he had done what he had said that 

he will do 

If he wanted to raise hell, he sure does have the ability. 

he had all of it planned out in his mind. 

The moment she said yes, he would bring her to that place and reminisce certain memories of the past. 

Yes, this is the reason why he looks at his old country. 

Not to reminisce about the fall of a mortal regime but simply to find the perfect place to show how 

much he loves her and that he still remembers 

That even after all of this years, the years did not manage to erode that one early memory that they 

shared together 

That was a tragic day for both of them but it is also a day that binds them together. 

He would kiss her under the peach tree and he would affirm his love to her. He would make the peach 

tree blossom and the petals flies into the air to celebrate their love 

And they could have that happily ever after. 

It is not going to be easy but Azief believe that if they were to fight for it, if they were to believe in it, 

believe in them, then whether it come early or late, they will have that happy ending. 

That is what he believes. 

That is what he thought would happen. Because regardless of the thing that separate him and her, 

regardless of the scars and the pain, he, ultimately believe in them 

He has man dreams. And out of all the many grandiose dreams he had, this was the simplest one 

To marry the woman that he love 

It is the simplest yet it is also one of the most important. 

A simple dream. 

He believes that he could do both. He could still love someone and still at the same time seek the truth 

of the world, and seek the highest peak of power. 

This did not contradict his path. And yet…nothing goes as planned. 

in the end, it is just a dream now. 

She said no. 
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She did not say it with her words but with her tears. 

It is clear what she wanted. And he could not blame her. 

So, he is now alone in this tent, thinking so many things while trying not to break down. 

Maybe, he keeps thinking about the past, keep thinking about problems he could solve, because he 

could not solve the problem that they face 

It is easy to face the world. 

For the strongest person in the world, to face the world is easy. He could solve all the problem of the 

world great power as long as he makes a move 

But with Sofia, he could not do that. 

He could not force her to feel a certain way. He could not persuade her for she would be unpersuaded. 

He could not be angry at her, because there is blame on his side. 

He could not…do anything. The feeling of not being able to do anything to change the conclusion is a 

very weird feeling for Azief 

After the Fall, there is not a lot of things ins this world that he could not do. He is running away from 

trying to think that his relationship with Sofia is over 

With not so many words, it is over. She could no longer bear the pain, so she had to let it go. And the 

only thing he could do for her right now, is to allow her to go. 

It is sad that the one thing he could do to the person he loves is to simply let them go. 

He sighed and then calms himself down 

‘Too many things at stake here. It is not wrong to run away once in a while, right?’ he mutters to 

himself. 

He then walks away from the tent. He looks at the tent for the last time. Maybe he had hoped that like 

in the movies, she would come back. 

That she realized that she loved him still and run back to his arms. He chuckles bitterly. His entire life he 

had been waiting that movie-like scene in his life. 

But he knows he would be disappointed. Most of his life sometimes look like a trope in a tragedy drama. 

He sighed. And he waited a few more seconds. The wind of the forest blows gently and his hair waves 

right and left, his sleeves fluttered and even the flap of the tent moves following the direction of the 

wind 

That’s it, he hoped. That Sofia come back with the wind. 

But there is no one. Only the blowing of the gentle wind 

Then he shakes his head. 



She would not return here any longer 

He closes his eyes and in his mind, he replays that moment a thousand times. 

Like he was back there, with Sofia, and he knew that in his heart that the words that is coming out of her 

mouth would slowly leads to the end of their relationship 

Still, there is no sentence that he could form to make her stay. And then he opens his eyes and he could 

only accept the end. 

It is painful. 

And it hurts. 

Hurts more than he thought anyway. At least now he understood those love songs that sings about 

breakup 

He thought he knew about it before. But now, he truly knew. 

He took his time and shakes his head. 

‘I like to believe in us.’ He repeated what he had said in his heart 

And then there is only silence. 

There are words that he could not speak. Fearing that the words would never become a reality, he did 

not say it and kept it only in his heart 

He could only sigh, his hand clenched into a fist. As he sighed, he releases his hand and calm down his 

heart 

He teleported to the hill. On the hill, Jean Avatar is still there. 

He looks at that avatar for a few second, seemingly thinking of doing something but then he shakes his 

head 

Azief did not want to talk to Jean Time Avatar. 

It is Jean but it might be Jean from a few seconds in the future or Jean from some his past timeline. this 
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He only came to the hill to supply some energy to Jean. He come beside Jean. Time Avatar Jean look at 

him and Azief could see a pointer of a clock inside his eyes. Of course, to some people, it would look like 

that. 

But Azief could see beyond that pointer. He could see deep in the eyes of Jean, is a different scenery of 

time. 

It is the scene of Jean in front of the portal. Azief could also sense the weak existence of this time avatar 

‘From the future’ he thought to himself 

This is the easiest way to grab a time Avatar from. 



Since the future in a way is affected by the past, and actually a projection of probabilities, this time 

Avatar would not affect things because he come from the future 

Azief could also manipulate the Laws of time and created an avatar like Jena. But it would not be as 

perfect as Jean Time Avatar. 

And after his experience of messing with time, he is quite fine not messing with time and space ever 

again 

It took too much calculation 

They only look at each other and since Azief did not say anything, Jean Time Avatar also did not say 

anything 

Azief then put his palm on Jean back. The energy of the world around the hill was instantly absorbed by 

Azief body and he directed that energy to Jean. 

Jean Time Avatar seems to become more solid. Azief channels some of his energy mixed with the world 

energy. 

Jean Time Avatar only nodded at him and Azief nodded back. 

‘At least, this will help you not to worry about today’ he mutters to himself. 

Chapter 1102: Death monarch returns (1) 

In Moscow, on one of the gardens of the Senate, Jean is lying down on one of the bench. He is laying his 

head on top of someone else lap 

Jean suddenly opens his eyes and he stood up anxiously. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you 

reading this content please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

He looks toward a certain direction, his aura bursted out from his body and Time and Space around him 

seems to bend and warp. 

His eyes seem to break through space and time as he could see what is happening on the hill. 

Then he smiles as he sat back down 

‘Why the sudden moves?’ a voice enters his ears and he look beside him and saw Paulette. 

Paulette was startled when Jean suddenly get up and then suddenly smile while looking at something. 

To Paulette, Jean seems to be looking at the pillars of the garden courtyard. 

Jean then lay back down his head on top of her lap and he closes his eyes again 

Then he answers her question 

‘It is my avatar. Someone just inject my avatar with energy. I just wanted to make sure that everything is 

alright’ 

Paulette taps his forehead as she looks down on him, her face and lips is so close to his face, that he 

almost could not control himself. 
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Paulette then said 

‘You said you are taking the day off. But now it seems that your mind is elsewhere. Are you sure it’s okay 

for you to be here?’ Jean waves his hand around and assure her. 

‘It is fine. Don’t worry about it’ 

Paulette then look at the pillars of the courtyard and she ask him 

‘Did you really see the hill of that place from all over here? It is hard to believe even though I am myself 

a Disk Formation leveler’ 

Jean only smiles and said 

‘Laws’ he said as he flicks his finger and a small orb of green were shot off from his finger, landing on the 

grass. 

The grass like it is experiencing accelerated growth suddenly grows tall and high. Then he laughs and 

shakes his head 

‘After this, things in the Senate would be very complicated. Today, I just don’t want to think about all of 

these’ then he closes his eyes and resume sleeping. 

Paulette smiles and caress his hair before kissing him on his forehead. On the hill, Azief had finished 

channeling the necessary energy. 

He could sense that a few second ago, someone is looking at him. That person must be Jean, he thought 

to himself. 

Today, there is a lot of things to do. 

And he wanted to finish it fast. He wanted to rest his heart. 

He then closes his eyes for a second and then opening it back, he already knows where the destination 

is. It took him some time because the place had move a bit from the original position. 

He takes a step to his left as the space around his distorted into segmented like walls giving way and he 

enters a void space and then disappears like he was never there 

The wind blows again on the hill and the time and space on the hills seems to have been stabilized. 

Jean Time Avatar only sighed 

‘It seems it did not end well’ Jean did not spy on Death Monarch matters. 

But from the expression it is enough to infer that things did not go the way it was supposed to go for 

Death Monarch. 

He only sighed at this and continues his job of guarding the portal. 

At the same time in Pandemonium 

Azief appears a second later in Pandemonium throne room. 



It was like there is an invisible area and he just walk through it and arrive at the space inside the throne 

room. 

His heart is still in pain and his mood is terrible. 

But he is no longer that emotional wreck. 

if this is him before, he would surely lash out. 

But now…. certain things have changed about him. Is he sad? Yes. Is he angry? A bit. Devastated? 

Absolutely. 

But, that is that. 

And this is this. 

He should not confuse the two. 

Because there are consequences for everything that he does. 

When you are high and tall, and large, you have to think carefully where you want to walk because each 

step could bring large quake to the area 

That is Azief 

Inside the throne room, there is only one person. 

Sasha had been waiting for him. 

It is not that long. Only half an hour had passed from the moment Sasha got the message and she 

rushed to the Capital of Pandemonium. 

Outside the room is all the officials of Pandemonium. They were waiting outside in their waiting room. 

And they are all nervous. 

The Three Great Generals however is still on many parts of Pandemonium, trying to relocate the people, 

determining the size of Pandemonium, seeking lost villages and cities and also fighting the beast and 

monsters that had now appeared on many parts of Pandemonium. 

Since Pandemonium size itself has expanded to be bigger than the entire Earth combined in the past, 

one could only imagine the amount of distance that they had to cover 

The army had mobilized all of its soldiers to all parts of Pandemonium and they could not afford to do 

any other mobilization. 

The officers are dispatched to seek the cities and relocate the people near the capital. 

The soldiers are to escorts these people in the Battlestar. 

Fortunately, Pandemonium had a lot of Battlestar in their Interstellar Base where the research for 

spaceship is concentrated. 



As such for these past four days, most of the registered cities had been found and most of its people 

have been relocated. 

Commerce and economy of course is still not stabilized but it would not be long before it would return 

to some sense of normalcy after the search and rescue mission 

That is the reason why Wang Jian, Athena and Freya the heavyweights of the military are not outside the 

throne room. 

Azief even though he is in the throne room, one scan of his Divine Sense and he could see all the people 

waiting him on the outside of the throne room 

As for the military, Azief is not displeased. He understood Wang Jian must have been working hard. 

Azief saw Sasha and he could only sigh. Sasha heard her lord sigh. But she pretends that she did not 

heard anything. 

She could guess where her lord had been. And judging from the coldness that her lord is emanating, 

something went quite wrong. 

It is the virtue of a subordinate to know when to speak and when to hold the tongue. And this is the 

situation where she should hold her tongue 

He then walks up toward his throne. There is tiredness in his heart. 

Then he sat down and lean his back to his throne seat and look at Sasha. Sasha bows toward him 

‘Hmm. Brief me’ 

>>> 

A day had passed since Death Monarch had return back to his throne in Pandemonium. It is the fifth day 

since the Multiversal Convergence war ended 

The after effect of the war still lingers. And even though it has been five days, these five days felt a little 

bit longer. 

A day felt a little bit longer and not like twenty-four hours for a day 

With so many changes to the solar system and all kinds of magical things that is happening all over the 

world, this might be one of the changes 

It needs more research to determine how many hours for a day. Whether this is permanent or not. 

Is this time dilation simply the result of the energy that had been pouring onto every part of the world 

or is it permanent and had something to do with the expanding area of the whole world? 

In the capital of Pandemonium, there are cities that is being built without stops. Nanobots and 

mechanical droids is on the ground clearing the area. 

Builders and Elementals also work together to raise lands and Builders who had the ability to use 

Blueprint to create buildings easily built a city in a few hours. 



Right now, it is a time of emergency. As such, the court allowed the creation of cities and houses and 

land is given to everyone that had been relocated. 

Each one possesses large enough land to build a few baseball fields. 

Most of them only have to register their names and the land is given to them. Of course, there is the city 

area and the area far away from the cities. 

Land is probably one of the thing that the world had the most abundance of right now. Other than some 

area which had rich variety of energy stones, most of the land could be given 

Of course, the court had also reminded the people, that the court had full power to restrict the size of 

the land if there is such a need 

But nobody seems to think that such a day would appears. With an Earth the size of almost the size of 

the Sun, the area that people could use is extremely large. 

Chapter 1103: Death monarch returns (2) 

And with the population of Earth right now around only a few billions, such scarcity of land is 

unthinkable. If this is the world before the Fall, the prices of real estate would drop to the bottom 

because everybody could have land if they wanted to 

Like cabbage that is sold on the side of the street 

A few dozen kilometers from the Centre Palace, a city had been completed. 

In the past, when a city had been established or completed by a Mayor some officials would come to 

officiate the opening. 

But right now, the entire court is busy with all kinds of works that the Mayor of the City, the same mayor 

that created one of the city on the northern part of Pandemonium in the past officiate it himself. 

Since it had been completed two days ago, the relocated people and citizens of Pandemonium had been 

ne given land and some of them have even opens up their business 

Building houses is one of the easiest thing to do in the world after the fall. 

As long as you have the resources a Builder or an Architect would cooperate with each other to build it 

They did not even to do much. 

One just have to provide the material and the Builder would use their Build ability and the Architect 

could use their blueprint function to overlaid the design of the house to the Build function of the Builder 

and poof, a house is finished 

This is the reason why building an entire city in a few hours is easy and fast. As long as one has the 

resources, it is as simple as that. 

As for the droids and the nanobots, they were tasked to create skyscrapers and clearing the area. 

After all, Builders while a popular profession, every Builders have different proficiency and abilities. 
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Some Builders could also have some skills of the Architect and able to design. 

Some just knew how to build but not design but sometimes these kinds of builders could create more 

sturdy houses or buildings. 

As for government building, the government has their own department that is responsible for building it 

After all, this is government building. It need protection and secrecy. 

There are all kinds of secret passage in the case of emergency attack, runes and arrays formation that 

needs to be laid out and not be seen by unrelated people. 

As for the city that is now had been partially finished, it is a new city called Adern. this content of 
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This is the closest city to the Centre Palace right now. The roads are wide and it is not congested at all. It 

is like Pandemonium had a blank slate to create a new city 

And since it is a blank slate, and more places to use, the designer of the city make sure not to repeat the 

mistake of the past and create not only a large city but also a beautiful one. 

It is a planned city unlike before where it is simply congregation of people that created the city 

As it would be filled with people later on, it is better to plan ahead. People would find security if they 

could live closer to the center of power of Pandemonium. This did not only apply to pandemonium 

Most of the citizen of the world power would only feel safe when they live near the important cities of 

their world power. 

Because this is the area that is mostly protected by the world powers. 

The roads are beautiful and each building had a lot of space in between. The architect of the city, Peter 

Mayer built it while thinking of a long term vision. 

To create a successful city, such vision is needed. 

The land where he built this new city is a land that is suitable for laying down roads. 

And in this new world, where everyone has ability, any terrain could be shaped if they have enough 

power 

Even if the area is not suitable for laying down roads, with a few Elementalist that could work together, 

they could easily have transformed the terrain into the one they wanted. 

If this was before the Fall, such method does exist. But it requires a lot of money and it is not cost 

effective. 

But, now in this world after the Fall, even to transform a large amount of area, if one has a powerful 

Elementals or Druids or anyone that have the ability to change the terrains of the world, one person is 

enough to change such a large terrain. 

And it is not like that they are not compensated. 



The architect also believes that with the technology that is now existent, he had reserve some spaces so 

that it could later be incorporated into the city design 

Peter wanted to make Adern the largest and most beautiful city in Pandemonium. 

Most of the world power had a city to represent them. Island of Peace for example is one of the most 

beautiful island in the world 

People sometimes forgot but the Island of Peace is not the only floating island in the world. There were 

some other faction and organizations in the word that also have such floating island as their 

headquarters. 

But when one spoke of floating island in the sky, most people would instinctively think of Island of Peace 

And because of such strong association with the World Government, most of these small organization 

choose to decommissioned their floating island. 

Nobody wanted to be accused of trying to outperformed the World Government and there are even 

some of those organization that decommissioned their floating island because they did not want to be 

accused of trying to imitate the World Government 

So, today, there is only one floating island of any consequence and that is the Island of Peace 

Whosoever set foot on the island would without a doubt praise the beauty of the Island. 

With well-crafted roads like a piece of artwork, colorful plant along the side of the road, waterfall with 

rainbows around them falling down from the side of the floating island to the self sufficient water 

system that would bring back the water to the waterfall, and the clouds that covers some parts of the 

island, making it look like some kind of celestial floating islands it is no wonder people wanted to live 

there. 

It combines futuristic looking building and houses while at the same time also having some fantasy-

esque buildings. 

It is like it is an island that is far away from the reach of mortals. 

Most of the high echelon members of the World Government stays in the Island of Peace. 

Of course, congregating all of important people of the World Government into one place is not exactly a 

good idea, so not all of the high echelon member of the world government is on the island 

But most of them are. 

It wasn’t until the second battle between the World Government and Death Monarch that Hirate had 

made a law restricting the registration of government officials for living in the Island. 

Most of the people of the Island is also the original refugees that flocked toward the banner of the 

World Government 

That is the jewel city of the World Government, the Island of Peace. 



The Republic had Moscow. With the weather system up and running, even Moscow could have spring 

weather even in winter 

There is also the fact that Moscow had been modified when the Republic took over Europe. There is of 

course, the old buildings that made Moscow, Moscow. 

But there is also new buildings, like the Senate and the surrounding residence around the city. The city 

itself is protected by layers upon layers of protection magic. 

This is the reason not so many people have died. 

Tens of thousands of people is still a lot of casualties but the fact that an invasion of otherworldly forces 

like demons from another dimension and humans from some Otherworlds trying to grab the resources 

of Earth, a world breaking war that is fought in the sky and in the ground, resembling like some kind of a 

scene of end of the world scene but to only have casualties in the tens of thousands, such low numbers 

of casualties could be attributed to the fact that most large cities in the world power have protection 

formation. 

Some of them lose their effectiveness as the world expands but each city has their own protection 

formation. 

Not all uses the Earth Vein energy. 

Some of them uses ritual magic. 

Other uses power source that could easily be moved. 

In other words, because of the city having protection formation, there were some cities that is 

unbreakable by these outside forces during the Multiversal Convergence. 

And Moscow, other than Pandemonium is the other least affected cities during the Multiversal 

Convergence. 

One of the most beautiful city in Europe right now is none other than Moscow 

Then there is the other world power that also have their own significant cities that they are associated 

with 

It is only Pandemonium that did not have such a city. 

Adern would be that city. 

Chapter 1104: The trembling world (1) 

Adern, the capital city of Pandemonium. That is the status that this city is trying to take 

This city attracts the attention of even the Shadow Guards and some rumors had already circulated that 

those shadow-like existence is already using the opportunity to create some kind of powerful formation 

that would make sure that if anything like the Multiversal Convergence were to happen again, this 

formation would not break simply because of the nodes of formation were cut off. 

Now, it is the fifth day since the Multiversal Convergence. 
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The world could not be said to have gone back into normal, but most of the world power had already 

began establishing contact with one another 

The fastest world power that establishes contact with each other is none other than the Republic and 

Pandemonium 

The reason is simply because there is a Divine Comprehension leveler in that two world power and they 

could ignore distance and time. 

But right now, since the fifth day of the event, all the great powers had established contact with each 

other. 

Death Monarch had returned to his throne in Pandemonium and his first act was to meet with the 

leader of the Shadow Guards and his officials 

No one knew what Death Monarch talks about in his throne room but everyone speculated it had 

something to do with the peace of the world 

To many, Death Monarch is now the champion of Earth 

The world is now in chaos. 

There are millions if not billions of people of the Otherworlds that was stuck here when the Orvanians 

bombarded Multiversal barriers between worlds. 

No one still got their full numbers but around a million is detected around an empty continent by one of 

the Battlestar belonging to the World Government a few days ago. 

There are also some Otherworlders that did not want to go back to their world and wanted to stay here 

Then there is the new monsters and beast and all kinds of magical creatures that appears out of 

nowhere. Some of them are the manifestation of energy of the world that had increased 

While some of them are beast from another world. And these beasts are dangerous because no one 

knows their level of danger 

Before the expansion of the world, the Seven Great Powers had already listed the places where 

[Unique], [Legendary], [Apex], [Godly] and [Heavenly] rank monsters could be found 

For most of these monster rank, other than the Godly and Heavenly rank, the others are fair game 

That is because Godly rank monster is equivalent of a leveler in the Disk Formation realm. And for 

Heavenly rank monster that is equivalent to a Divine Comprehension leveler 

Even before Azief become Divine Comprehension leveler, a Heavenly rank monsters had been detected 

in the world. 

In other words, even before the emergence of powerful enough human to combat it, there was always 

monsters that exceeded the world strongest person on Earth 

It is a White Dragon that seems to be in hibernation deep in the bottom of the sea. As it is a powerful 

rank beast, nobody is allowed to sail that area for fearing to suddenly awaken it. 



It is also the few places that have invisible marker around it. In the past even Will would avoid that place 

when he is zipping across the world. 

And Azief also avoid trying to do any big attack around these forbidden areas. 

The White Dragon is one of the monsters that killed millions of humans in China when it first appeared 

After that, like it is being suppressed by some power, the White Dragon went into slumber with a few 

other Heavenly rank monsters. 

Some of them are in deep cave and some others are on tall mountains. 

Most of them slumber. Some of the researches theorized that the reason why they went into a slumber 

is because they lack the energy to wake up. 

Of course this is just one of the theory and did not mean that is the truth. 

Since nobody dares come near enough around the forbidden area, most of the researches that study the 

reason for such hibernation of powerful beast monsters could only throws some theories around 

without any way of confirming it 

If there is one good thing that had happened because of the world expansion is that now this heavenly 

rank monster is separated far away from the human population 

Then there is also monster that is Ultimate rank. 

This is basically a rank of monster with the capability of an Essence Creation leveler. And then there is 

the Otherworldly rank monsters. 

Of course, nobody had yet found any trace of this rank of monsters. Researchers speculated that 

Otherworldly rank monster is in a whole other league than an Ultimate rank monster 

Some speculated that it is on the level of Supreme Being, a creature capable of interplanetary 

destruction and probably Universal destruction. 

As such, some researches hoped that they never found one on Earth. 

This kind of monsters that is believed to have powers able to destroy planetary system and the 

Universe, is not the kind of monster that the current Earth could handle. 

If it is found on Earth, such discovery would shake the entire world and bring panic. 

Some believed that the reason why no one had ever detected an Otherworldly rank monster is either 

because it was not released by the World Source when it falls down to Earth or it is in deep hibernation 

But how did humanity figure out how to categorize this monsters to rank? this content of 
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everyone knows of this categorization because of the information that the World Source had given each 

time humans level up. 

The higher your level, the more you know. 



And with each great power and powerful people sharing with each other of this knowledge, it has now 

become common knowledge the rank of beast and monsters 

Out of all the rank monsters, the highest rank of monster ever discovered is Heavenly rank monsters 

In the past by classifying these monsters and their ranks, the Seven World Powers had managed to make 

sure that no big calamity would happen at least in terms of monster horde. 

The way that they do it is to publicize these forbidden areas to the world so that everyone is informed 

what kind of danger they would be exposing to themselves if they go there and what kind of danger 

they would be exposing the world to. 

Most Hunters would look at these list and remind themselves not to go to these forbidden areas. 

Most Hunters are not idiot. 

Idiot hunters dies early. 

As such, as long as a hunter had been hunting for a year and a half and is still alive, the hunter must be 

strong and also have a good sense 

Chapter 1105: The trembling world (2) 

Most Hunters in the world joined the Mercenary Association. It is the largest independent organization 

that is acknowledged by the Seven Great Powers. 

It had its own currency and services it provides to people who hunts. 

The Mercenary Association is affiliated with many other world powers as they supplied most of rare 

treasures and materials in the worlds. 

Most of the hunters that register with the Mercenary Association would get all kinds of benefits like 

insurances against their death and he guarantee that their family would be provided for after their 

death. 

It is also because of such benefits that the Mercenary Association usually give one year and a half trial 

period to any hunter before they are qualified to register their name into the Mercenary Association. 

The Mercenary Association is given the list of the forbidden areas by the Seven Great Powers and in 

turn, the Hunters tell the people of the forbidden areas. 

But of course, this kind of measure alone is not enough to stop people from accidentally entering these 

forbidden areas. 

And because of that there is other measure. The location of these powerful monsters is guarded by the 

military of the world powers 

This is one of the reason that Death Monarch separated the seven continent and giving it to any faction 

powerful enough to hold it. 

Not only that they are now hold legitimate power over the continent they rule, but they also have to 

bear the responsibility of the safety of that continent. 
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Death Monarch had written this trap in the Article of Distribution. 

And it is not like the one accepting the Article could not see such trap. They know of it and they jump in 

willingly. 

Only a powerful enough faction or organization could hold a continent and protect its people. When 

Death Monarch wrote the Article, there is a pragmatic approach to it 

He knew that not all of the great powers that he acknowledged is clean. 

But, they have enough power to protect the people living in their dominion. Whether they like it or not, 

they have to protect the people living there. 

Because if they could not prove to the world that they could hold a continent and pacify it, then they 

would be deemed unable to take the burden of the crown and they would be replaced or usurped by 

another force 

They took and sign the article because the temptation of power is too strong for them to resist. 

Each great power is responsible for the forbidden areas of their continent. this content of 
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Death Monarch knew that if he controls the world and suppresses all of these forces, the responsibility 

of protecting the world also falls to him. 

And Death Monarch was never a man that wanted the world to be under him 

He did not have the desire to fight or contend for the hegemony of the world. That is not in line with his 

character. 

It is ironic then that the one that did not want it the most, gets it. 

A person that tries to minimize his responsibility the most for some ironic reason had to bear most of 

the responsibility 

Sometimes position determine responsibility. Even if he did not want the throne, no one dares sits on 

the throne and no one is more qualified. 

One of the problem Death Monarch found is the containment of the forbidden areas. 

Even he could not fight all of the monsters in the forbidden areas if they were released. 

And Death Monarch knows that there are some crazy people in this world that just wanted to watch the 

world burns. 

Of course, Death Monarch considers that his enemies would try to use the forbidden area monsters 

against him 

But other than crazy people, nobody would be that suicidal. 

Everyone that survives the turbulent years after the Fall, knows the kind of damage and destruction that 

a powerful beast in the Heavenly rank could do to the world 



By releasing such monster to the world, even if they somehow managed to kill Death Monarch, then the 

next one would be them. 

The White Dragon had burned millions of people alive. 

It freezes an entire mountain range and as it sails through the sky above that mountain range, the 

mountain range crumbles into glass, creating an avalanche of ice block the size of a city tumbling down, 

crushing even more people. 

The crumbling of such a large structure created earthquakes, land tremors and all around destruction 

And the White Dragon is not the only heavenly rank monsters that exist and wreak destruction all over 

the world in the day of the Fall. 

Each of those forbidden area houses powerful beast and monsters that could wipe out millions if not 

billions of people in a matter of minutes. 

When Death Monarch wrote the Article of Distribution, he was still in Disk Formation. 

Now, he might be confident to take on against the Heavenly rank monsters, but during that time, the 

threat of the Heavenly rank monster is the only threat to Death Monarch in the world 

Even the Crime Alliance would not be that crazy to try to release the monster no matter how desperate 

they are and that is why they are never mentioned in any discussion when planning how to kill Death 

Monarch. 

If they ever had the plan to release the monster, they all would objected to it because they know they 

might be the first one that would be wiped out if they release such a monster. 

After all, they would be the first prey of such monster. No one knows whether these monster are 

intelligent or just a monster that operated in bloodlust, created to destroy the world 

It is fortunate enough that they went to sleep after the Fall, no one wanted to be the sinner that woke 

them up 

As for Void, even though it is rumored that he has a suit to counter his apparent lack of any body 

fortification method, nobody thinks that such suit would exempt him from dead if he were to open the 

seals that is put around the area of these monsters and wake them 

That is why Death Monarch had never considered that Void would use the monster to attack him. 

And from what the world knows about Void is that he has a weird obsession with Death Monarch that 

no one understood. 

Knowing him and his deranged mind, he would not be satisfied if he kills Death Monarch in such a way 

But it still need protection from some crazy people like Rosulka in Russia. 

That crazy woman once tried to break the seal of one of the forbidden areas so that the monster could 

destroy the world 



If not for Katarina quick attempt at dismantling Rosulka action, the world would have to mobilize all 

forces of the Seven Great Powers to try to kill the monster 

Since that time, most of the seven great powers enhanced their security in the forbidden areas and each 

great powers is disallowed from trying to research anything around the forbidden area. 

All of this is a precaution for fearing that it might trigger something and woke the beast. 

Chapter 1106: The trembling world (3) 

In Pandemonium, Wang Jian would also send some of his soldiers to guard the area where such 

forbidden monster is located. 

In a case where any one of these monster wakes up and began to try to break out from their area, the 

army or forces there would inform the world power and they would send extermination squad if the 

monster is hostile. 

In Pandemonium, the recorded Godly monster are around seventy. 

Godly rank monster is in the level of Disk Formation. 

And considering that Pandemonium has many Disk Formation leveler, the designation for the danger of 

Godly rank monster is not that high. 

Wang Jian alone could suppress and kill such beast. 

And if he is not enough, there is still Athena, Freya the Shadow Guards and all kinds of forces inside 

Pandemonium that would jump at the chance of killing Godly rank monster. 

Hence, the security around Godly rank monster in Pandemonium is not that high. 

As for Heavenly rank monster, there is around four places that is forbidden for anyone to enter. Each of 

these four sites had a lot of soldiers guarding it. 

One of the reason is so that they could monitor the situation. If there is any sign that the monster in that 

area would be awakened, the world power would have enough time to respond 

The other reason is to guard it from people who wanted to release the monsters. 

Most people would turn the way they came if they saw the sign of the forbidden area. 

And any city or villages that is built around the forbidden area is usually informed of the existence of the 

forbidden area. 

But if there is still people that is coming there, then usually such person did not come with good 

intention 

Most advanced weapons of the world are also concentrated in these forbidden area, ready to fire if the 

monsters even open an eye and show hostile intention 

In the past, Death Monarch did not try to solve this threat of the Heavenly rank monster because he is 

not sure whether all of these beast truly meant harm for humanity and so his approach to the matter is 

rather conservative 
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Death Monarch did not want to add more enemies to the word if he could help it. 

If they were awake and started attacking humans, then the world will use all the things they have to put 

the monster down 

But what if there is some among these Heavenly rank beast and monster that had a different intention 

and is not destructive and instead could be an ally of humanity? 

The reason why Death Monarch approach is considered right by many of the great world power is 

because there were some reports that contradicted certain perception that the world had on these 

monsters 

in early period of the Fall, on the first day of the Fall, Australia who were attacked by all kinds of 

monster and beast with varied ranks, one of these monsters is suspected to be a Heavenly rank 

monster. 

And this monster instead of attacking humans, was instead attacking the monsters and beast, trying to 

delay the destruction of the continent 

The survivors of that day spoke of this matter when one of the researchers were finding any news about 

Heavenly rank monsters 

And this is not the only occurrences of such event where some of these powerful monsters and beast 

seems to have their own decision making capabilities. 

Most researches believes that most of the monsters that is created by the World Orb have certain 

objectives. And most of that objective were to kill humans. 

Of course, to some people like Death Monarch, they knew certain other secrets about the World Orb. 
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And after years of studying these monsters, some people also knows the objective of these monsters 

They were to provide EXP, energy to the world and resources and materials 

Still one had to be strong enough to fight them and kill them. They are a being of pure energy. They are 

monsters that is created to stimulate human transformation 

These are one of the reason why they are there. So, that humans could use them. But even these beasts 

evolved. Some of them had become a creature of flesh and blood and some of them had even 

developed intelligence. 

Since Death Monarch do not know whether these monsters could be allies or enemies, he ordered 

sealing the area where these monsters are with sealing spells and formation 

If anyone were to go to these forbidden area, they would see that there is all kind of formation 

protection. 

The military is also on the lookout to make sure that the civilian would not wander to this area and 

provoke a powerful beast from waking up. 



And after the expansion, this is also a problem. Since the monster that appears right now on Earth is 

monster form a different world. 

Even though right now these monsters are on another continent and there is no report of seeing and 

Heavenly rank monster yet, some people believe that it is only a matter of time 

And as for the forbidden area where these monsters once used to be contained, the whole world power 

is now anxious in finding the location. 

Location of cities and villages is not the only thing that has changed during the expansion of the world. 

The location of these Heavenly rank monster had also changed. 

Fortunately, for those Heavenly rank monster that was contained in the lands of each of the great 

power, even though the seal and formation was broken, there is no report of any Heavenly rank 

monster breaking out and wreaking havoc. 

Shadow Guards of Pandemonium had already identified the four original heavenly rank monster in 

Pandemonium. It is the same for other world powers 

They too also managed to locate the forbidden area and once again uses the same contained procedure 

As for the beast and monsters that came from the Otherworlds, it would take them more time before 

they could be identified and be categorized with their appropriate rank 

There are also still many humans that is separated from civilization after such expansion. 

Even Orb Condensing leveler would find it hard to travel millions of kilometers. Not to mention that 

right now, Energy Disperse Stage could no longer fly 

That and many others concern shows how the world is still very much chaotic even though the area 

around the World powers headquarters had been slowly establishing order 

It is unrealistic to solve all the problems that the world had face in only five days 

Not to mention in a world as big as it is now. This requires all the manpower that the world could muster 

to quickly stabilize Earth. 

Some warlords that have now been freed from the surveillance of the world powers is now having 

thoughts of going independent. 

In the past, one Disk Formation leveler is enough to monitor all of these rebellious element of their rule. 

But now, most Disk Formation levelers of the world powers is being either recalled back to help with the 

reconstruction or to search and rescue the people. 

Chaotic environment like this to some people is an opportunity. Unlike Pandemonium which is an island 

continent, most other continent is connected with other continent and they have borders with other 

world powers. 

It is these borders that the world powers usually send their Disk Formation leveler to be stationed at. 



One is to maintain the border, the other is to monitor the lesser kingdoms and the warlords and their 

subordinate forces 

Clearly, this did not work right now because what used to be a few thousand kilometers distance now 

become millions of kilometers away 

Everyone could smell the gunpowder. 

One spark is all it needs for a full blow chaos to explode 

Still, they are hoping that Death Monarch would act as an arbiter. Many of the representatives of the 

great power is now asking the intervention of Pandemonium to once again redraw the world borders 

Whatever the discussion in the throne room of Pandemonium, people hope that it has something to do 

with the peace of the world. 

Chapter 1108: Check and balances (1) 

Milos just nodded and said to Eurus 

‘Fine. You win’ 

Eurus just shakes his head, looking at his friend. 

These two people are Milos and Eurus. 

The years have been kind to both of them. Milos is now six feet five, with tall stature and muscle packed. 

He looks handsome with his evenly tanned face. His hair is wavy and he had that charm of a bad boy. 

When he smiles, there is this hint of mischievousness in it that make people felt intrigued. Milos sit 

down on his chair, looking around the room. 

Everything in the room screams luxury. Milos nodded to himself, thinking that this establishment is also 

quite good. 

It has only been a few days since the Multiversal Convergence but they already managed to establish 

such tavern in the middle of the new city. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content 
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Well, when he looks at those builders raising up a forty story building in a matter of a few minutes, it is 

quite believable to think someone could build such tavern if they could hire a powerful builder. 

Come to think of it again, this is probably why when the first Fall happens, some people like Hirate could 

easily establish back order quickly. 

He sighed. There are many meanings behind his sigh. 

Milos was one of the Lost Boys. He used to wander the streets of Eden with other Lost Boys digging out 

secrets to sell to the highest bidder. 

That was when he was fifteen-year-old kid. At that time, he was with his childhood sweet heart. Young 

love, when he thinks about it again. 
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Milos still remembers how he run away from the Forest Region, meeting with the Syndicate, and went 

to Eden, searching for opportunities with that girl. 

It is quite ironic that it was the Syndicate that helped him go to Eden and now, he is one of the forces in 

the world that is hunting the Syndicate. 

It felt like a lifetime ago. 

As he grows in power and status, he helped a few acquaintances of the past. he bought a house for old 

grumpy Hank 

The military has some point system before he introduction of the new currency. At that time, he used 

his point and contribution in the military to buy a house for the old man. 

The old man like always is grumpy and scolded him for wasting so much money for an old bone like him 

but Milos knows that is simply his personality. 

Hard on the outside, soft in the inside. Every once in a while, the old man would send some dishes to his 

house. 

That old man is always too shy to say thank you. 

He also met Burt a few days ago. Ten years ago, Burt was one of the Builders helping in to build that 

gigantic palace in Eden 

At that time his connection with Burt is not as close as it is today. 

Since Burt is also one of the subcontractors for some military buildings, Milos got to know him a little bit 

closer. 

Milos still remembers Burt as that spirited young builder who wanted to build a palace that would stand 

the test of time 

Of course Burt was quite disappointed when that world is revealed to be a Fake World. he was quiet 

proud that his name would be remembered as one of the people that build such a gigantic palace. 

When Death Monarch decides not to stay in the Fake World and limit the potential of humanity, when 

everyone return back to Earth Prime, everything become a blank slate again. 

For some people that is something that is not desirable. But for many, it is a chance to start again. 

One of them is Milos. And he had made quite a life here in Pandemonium. 

Milos is quite happy that Burt is working happily again. The Centre Palace, the palace where the lord of 

Pandemonium resides is in need of a new overhaul. 

Milos heard from some of his contact in the Secret Service that those people in the Shadow Guards 

seems to be going all out this time to consider all possibility of anything happening to the Palace. 

When the world had expanded, there were a lot of damages done to the Centre Palace 

Some people found one wing of the Centre palace a few thousand kilometers away from the current 

position of the Palace 



Hence, this time, the builders and the bureaucrats of the Court had decided to make sure they cover all 

possibilities. Next time, if such thing happens again, the palace might even split up like some kind of 

Power Ranger gigantic form 

Thinking about it Milos almost wanted to laugh. 

Eurus look at Milos and he frowned. Milos is smiling widely like he seems to be recalling something 

funny 

Eurus was about to ask but then the waiter come into the room and began serving the food and the 

drink 

Finished putting down the plate and the cups, the server went out of the room, leaving them to their 

private matters 

Eurus then ask Milos 

‘What are you thinking about?’ Milos like he was being broken out of something started for a second 

before saying 

‘Just some things in my past’ Eurus frowned and then said to Milos with a hint of warning 

‘Milos, I hope you are not involved with…. some unsavory character from your past. You got a lot of 

good things going on. I hate to see my sister cry because of you’ Milos smile faltered and he shakes his 

head 

‘Eurus, that’s not it. I know who I am and I know my position. I know where to draw the line’ Eurus could 

only sigh. 

‘Standing at the edge of the line, I fear that you would not notice even when you cross the line’ Milos 

smiles and said 

‘You are there. You would tell me if I’m crossing the lines’ Eurus close his eyes and shakes his head 

before opening it back again and he could only sigh internally 

Then he took a swipe of the drink and savor the taste. 

Milos took one of the drink, a red wine that is made from energy grapefruit. The naming of these new 

plants also need to decided. 

There were many new fruits that existed since the Fall. And with the advent of the Multiversal 

Convergence, there is even more fruits and plants that appears. 

If not for the fact that most Cook had the default skill Iron Stomach, many people would probably have 

died trying to experiment with the new fruit. Iron Stomach is different than poison immunity 

Milos himself did not understand it but from some of the cook that he had met, they all told him that 

Iron Stomach of a Cook is different from poison resistance or poison immunity. 

As he drank the wine, he thought of a few figures in his past and how they still in contact with him 

There is new Beggar Association. 



The leader is still Loraiss, the Swiss man. Though they have kind of upgraded themselves. 

In the past, their association is located in the sewers. It sounds bad than it actually is. The sewers that 

the Beggar Association inhabits had all kinds of high tech gadgets. 

The Beggar appearance of them all is just a fa?ade. It is called the Beggar Association but the members 

of this organization is not only limited to beggars. It is a place where the disenfranchised gather together 

to protect each other. 

The reason they name themselves the Beggar Association is because beggar is the one on the lowest 

class of society. 

Milos saw one of the members of the Beggar Association a few days ago. He tails him and then establish 

contact with some of the Elders of the Beggar Association. From what he gathered, most of their 

members would gather back in the Capital. 

Some of them were separated by thousands if not tens of thousands of miles. Some were even a million 

miles from the Capital. 

The Beggar Association might be called the Beggar Association but this did not mean that they are poor 

and weak. 

Even during the Multiversal Convergence, when the Seresian demons descended down from the sky and 

attack the Slums there were a few hundred Seed Forming members of the Beggar Association that 

defended the Slums. 

And from the report that the military got from the Shadow Guards, there is even two Elders of the 

Beggar Association that is in the Disk Formation level. 

It shows how deeply the Beggar Association hides their strength 

While two Disk Formation leveler is not a threat for any world powers, there is not many civilian 

organizations that possess Disk Formation leveler fighter in their ranks 

Just because one could see a few hundred Disk Formation leveler during the battle of the Multiversal 

Convergences did not mean that Disk Formation leveler is like some wild plants on the side of the street. 

Most of those that appear is from the secret forces of many organization and some of them are levelers 

who are in seclusion that come out to protect Earth 

When compared to the population of billions of people and only a few hundreds of Disk Formation 

leveler, one could see the ratio is very small. 

Milos had decided to pay attention to the Beggar Association as they planned to gather in the capital. 

But the threat level of this organization would not enter the eyes of the bigshot like the Great Generals 

of Pandemonium 

Chapter 1109: Check and balances (2) 

Even Disk Formation leveler have differences between them. If there is no such difference, why were 

there was no one to fight against Death Monarch when he was in Disk Formation? 
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There is high and there is low even in the ranks of Disk Formation. If Great General Wang Jian were to 

set his gaze upon the Beggar Association and wanted to wipe them out from the face of the Earth, it 

would be an easy task for him. 

And the Beggar Association is not an association that wanted to overthrow Death Monarch or to 

assassinate people or do bad things. 

They are more like a nonprofit organization only it is full of disenfranchised people who were very 

powerful. 

Some officials even agree with some of the things that the Beggar Association fought for. 

But Loraiss is not the only one he met. He also met Wanda. The scar of her face seems even more 

prominent. 

Wanda do not know her but he knows her. When he was one of the kids of the Lost Boys any jobs 

coming from Wander the Scar Face woman, is a job only those older Lost Boys would take. 

She used to fund many of the dark crimes that happens in the Capital. She was picked up by the Shadow 

Guards a few years ago when the Court was purging any criminal elements around the Capital 

He thought that woman had died executed by the Shadow Guards. 

But as it turns out, Milos had met her ordering a few operatives of the Shadow Guards in the field. 

It seems to him that the Shadow Guards brought her in and turn her to one of the members of the 

Shadow Guards 

Even though there is not much connection between him and her, Milos does not think that it is wasteful 

to gain some information about her. 

What little does he know about her was that this is a woman that is very determined. 

Not many see her true face. 

The only thing that one knows about her is that scar on her left side of the face. 

Her face changes every time but the scars seem to not be able to be changed. As someone who lives in 

the other side of the law, Wanda also mastered the art of disguise. 

But because of that scar, no matter what kind of face she disguise herself in, that scar follows her like a 

ghost that could not let go. 

Milos still had a lot of contacts from his Lost Boys days. 

And this is why Eurus is worried about him. Great general Wang Jian their superior and their boss, is 

quite known to share the same passion of hatred toward criminals like Death Mon arch 

Of course, he is not an extreme righteous person. Great general Wang Jian acknowledges not all people 

who became criminal do so because they wanted to 

But he punishes the act. He could forgive a thief who seals because he had no food to eat at home. 



Because then the act of stealing is no longer simply an act of stealing. It is an act of survival, of 

desperately wanting to eat to survive and live. 

To do anything to live, that is human nature. 

The crime itself was something that could have been prevented had anyone is kind enough to give some 

of their food. 

Yet, when the whole world conspires to put him down and no other way seem possible to such person, 

and he commits the crime of stealing, it is something that the Great General could forgive. 

A person that has been driven to such desperation, considering the act of crime, could be forgiven. 

He understood this principle and when this principle could be applied, he would apply it. But where it 

could not be applied, there is no mercy in his judgment. 

Eurus is simply worried that Milos connection with so many people in the crime underworld would cut 

off short his career in the army 

Milson put down his cup and then he said 

‘I need intelligence. And the Lost Boys provided that’ 

Eurus frowned again and said 

‘There are other ways’ 

‘Other ways had been taken by the Shadow Guards. Sasha would not let the military touches her things’ 

‘And you think that those Lost Boys are not compromised?’ Milos understand what Eurus is trying to say. 

The Shadow Guards is very influential. 

They have many black sites and most of their mission is classified so hard that any mention of their 

mission is always redacted in any information docket. 

Other than a few people in Pandemonium who have the necessary clearance level, most people would 

not even know what the Shadow Guards is doing. 

Smiling, Milos said 

‘The Lost Boys is a decentralized organization. Even I could not control it. I just make use of it. And unlike 

Sasha, the military did not need the intelligence of the other continent that badly. That is not our job. 

We only need a firm foot in Pandemonium. If it’s about the other continent, the Shadow Guards would 

have the relevant information. But, it is unacceptable that we do not have any good information 

gathering method in Pandemonium. Most of it is controlled by the Shadow Guards. But not the Lost 

Boys. And Sasha would not use children. Because she knew how that would make Death Monarch feels’ 

A pause and he added 

‘Death Monarch would find it beneath him to use children’ 

At this Eurus also does not know what to say 



‘The Shadow Guards are loyal to Death Monarch…. just like our Great General. Is there a need for us to 

be this cautious against them?’ 

Milos shakes his head and said this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go 
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‘Well, Sasha certainly proved herself as one of Death Monarch loyal subjects. But do you know how big 

the Shadow Guards really is?’ 

Eurus shakes his head 

Even though his experience in the army is longer than Milos, Milos is more passionate and more 

dedicated than him. 

In the years he is in the army, he had attracted the eyes of the higher ups. Eurus is not jealous of his 

friend and instead truly and sincerely hope for the best 

Milos is also his sister boyfriend and so he felt even happier that Milos keep climbing the ranks in the 

army 

Milos also have many connections in the army and outside of it and in only a few years he had been 

promoted the fastest among his batch. 

Milos then said 

‘nobody knows. And that is the problem. The Shadow Guards is thought by some as the elite members 

of an organization created to act on the behalf of Death Monarch. They are the eyes and ears of Death 

Monarch. They are also the sword and shield of Death Monarch. How could then it make sense that they 

are small?’ 

Smiling, he continues 

‘This propaganda that they are a small but elite group is a propaganda that they inseminated. It is to let 

people not get wary of them. While their intention is truly in line with the thoughts and minds of the 

officials and our Great General, there is some doubt on this 

‘Doubts?’ 

‘Death Monarch, the ruler of Pandemonium is already the strongest person in the world. There is no one 

in this world that could fight with our ruler and win in one on one fight. And there is still the Three Army 

in the back. These forces are enough to overwhelm most great powers in the world.’ 

‘So?’ 

‘So, Shadow guards who were created to safeguard Death Monarch evolve. They are now an 

organization that is guarding the interest of Death Monarch. Even so, is there a need for so many 

personnel and so many resources diverted to them? What are they planning? What is their capabilities? 

While I don’t want to doubt Death Monarch, we all knows that our ruler is not exactly always on Earth. I 

am just worried certain people would have certain dark thought’ 

Pausing again, he then added with a sigh 



‘Shadow Guards is a behemoth organization in Pandemonium. And I don’t mean only in terms of 

influence’ 

Eurus frowned. 

‘Is that so bad?’ Milos look at Eurus. Eurus face is not exactly pleasant to look at right now 

He knows that Eurus deals a lot with the Shadow Guards. And Eurus is more of a people person. He likes 

to see the best in people. 

It is this kind of kindness and warmth that made Milos gravitates to him. But not everything is rainbow 

and sunshine even in Pandemonium. 

Not all people of Pandemonium knew how bitter is the struggle between the factions inside 

Pandemonium itself. 

A series of checks and balances needs to be established. That is the problem with some of the 

organization in Pandemonium. 

It lacks checks and balance. 

Chapter 1110: The news that reached the people 

He then said 

‘Sasha is loyal. But all it takes for her to fall from grace is one mistake. And when the owner of that 

organization changes, we need to have some measure if the predecessor is not as…. accommodating as 

Sasha is’ 

There is something he did not say and express. 

He fears that the Shadow Guards would be so powerful that it could orchestrate a coup and even attack 

Death Monarch 

It is the concern of the military. Shadow Guards had been expanding relentlessly for the past six years. 

Some of it is the method of the trickster. When Sasha was outside Pandemonium, the one in control of 

the Shadow Guards, at least to the world, is Vice Leader Shinji. 

The truth is more sinister. Loki was the one in control of the Shadow Guards. 

His influence was subtle but he is the one expanding a lot of the Shadow Guards capabilities. 

It is the concern of many of the factions in pandemonium that a new offshoot of a branch loyal to Loki is 

present in the Shadow Guards, a shadowy faction that lurks in the darkness of the shadow 

And one fears that with the worsening relations of Loki with Pandemonium, there is now an immediate 

threat to Death Monarch 

And a threat to Death Monarch is a threat to Pandemonium. 

Death Monarch in a one on one fight would hardly find any enemies. 
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But, disregarding some people adoration and worship of Death Monarch, thinking that he is truly 

invincible, Death Monarch is not truly invincible 

There is a reason why Death Monarch even at times choosing to compromise. 

Death Monarch knows how to play the game and balance risk and benefits while at the same time 

staying true to his heart 

many great powers created the Death Monarch Threat Theory after the second time the World 

Government island of Peace is attacked 

It is a secret theory but it is more of an open secret. The Shadow Guards is one of the main element in a 

plan to neutralize Death Monarch 

To destroy Pandemonium from the outside is near damn impossible. Any attack by outside forces would 

only strengthen the unity of Pandemonium. 

As it is a gathering for many high level individuals, Pandemonium possess a large amount of individual 

power. 

If Disk Formation leveler is considered to some as godlike people, then Pandemonium is the gatherings 

of these godlike people. 

Many believe that if one wanted to take down Pandemonium, wanted to take down Death Monarch, it 

must come from within. 

While the Three Army is also an element that could be used to neutralize Death Monarch, at least in this 

Death Monarch Threat Theory, between the Three Army and the Shadow Guards, the Shadow Guards 

have a higher chance to succeed 

And the mere possibility that Loki had infiltrated the Shadow Guards send shivers all over the political 

power in Pandemonium. 

Death Monarch trusted Shadow Guards almost blindingly. If the ruler is blind, then at least the 

subordinate should open their eyes. 

But to fight against Shadow Guards without any proof is not something the military wanted to see. 

The military did not fear a fight with Shadow Guards. But the outcome of such a civil war would only 

benefit the enemy of Pandemonium. 

As such, Milos knows that some of the bigshot of the army formulated the Shadow Guards Threat 

Theory to the stability of Pandemonium. 

But it is not something that he could say to Eurus 

‘Eurus, you worry that my action would anger the superior in the army. You really think anything I did 

escape the eyes of those people?’ 

Eurus then raised his eyebrows as he understood something. But he did not say anything as his face 

expression turns solemn. 



He only looks down at his table and sighed as he takes another swig of the drink in his cup 

He seems to understand something now. 

but this is not the place to talk about it. 

Even though he had uses his Divine sense and make sure there is nothing like surveillance spell or any 

devices, it is always better to be discrete about this kind of thing. 

The fact that Milos also talks in vague allusion is also because Milos is afraid of implicating those 

bigshots. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to website 

novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

Milos also takes another shot and then he said 

‘Let’s talk about something else’ 

Milos nodded. He too wanted to talk about something else. They talk about casual stuff, things about 

their life as they unwind from their stressful work 

Then they heard someone talking in a loud voice and they both frown. 

‘The news seems to have reach Pandemonium’ 

‘Communication with the other great powers has been established yesterday’ Eurus said as he pours the 

wine again into his cup 

‘Time of chaos again’ Milos said to himself. He took a few snacks as he put it in his mouth, enjoying his 

day off 

But even in his day off he could not help but listen to matters that made him stressful. The news that he 

and Eurus had heard had something to do with what is happening in Japan right now 

He could only sigh and pretend not to listen 

Outside the private room of these two, some people is gathering on one large table. Standing on his 

chair, is a bulky middle age man with thick beard and wavy hair. 

He is a regular of the establishment. Before the expansion of the world, he also always comes to this 

tavern. 

Even after the expansion and the tavern had move from its original place, he still comes. 

Surrounding him is people from all walks of life and profession. 

Some of them are merchants, some of them are hunters and some of them are normal people who 

come to the tavern to unwind a bit 

‘Empire of Japan cut off their relations with the World Government! I would not believe that this has 

nothing to do with the Illusion Archmage!’ 

One of the people in the crowd shouted 

‘Is this news true?’ 



‘I am the few people that establish contact with my friend in the World Government. Right now, the 

World Government is in a state of chaos’ 

Some people hearing this news did not feel that happy. In the past, the World Government could be 

considered as enemy of pandemonium 

But that was a long time ago. In the past six years however, the World Government, the Republic and 

Pandemonium is more like an ally than they are enemies 

And to some people of power, they might like it when the world is in chaos. Because this is where they 

could change the status quo and make a play at more power. 

But to the normal people that have just got through another war, chaos is not something they want 

right now. 

The merchants have their own worries and the normal people also have their own worries. The 

instability of the Three Great Powers might invite some challenges from the four powers. 

The news that The Empire of japan cut off relations with the World Government also made everyone 

understood that right now, the world is on the verge of another warlord period. 

None of the great power wanted such thing to happens and the only one right now that have enough 

influence and power to shape the policies of the world right now is Pandemonium 

‘Anything else, old man Ernst?’ some of the youth among the crowd shouted 

The old man smiles and then he closes his hand and then opening his hand, there is a dozen diamond-

like shaped object on top of his hand. 

Each one of these diamond like thing is the size of a grain of rice. 

‘Information docket in the form of diamond. Instant transferal in matter of seconds’ Some laughed 

‘I know you would not give thing for free’ 

The old man laughed and said 

‘This is information hot from the press. Some of them is also not going to be in the official story.’ 

He let people digest what he is saying before he added 

‘Of course you could wait to hear it later. But to some people, information is power. And I am interested 

in only selling these to those people. As for the miscellaneous information I could give it to you all for 

free. After all, there is no difference me talking about it now and hearing about it later’ 

Suddenly the area became an auction area with some people bidding one another 

The move of the bigshot in the world is the topic of many conversations all over the world right now. 

Milos hearing the commotion outside knows that this tavern is not the only place that have such scene 

All over the world right now, there must be so many similar scenes. Some of the people out there that 

wanted to buy the information no doubt wanted it to stay ahead of others. 



Any moves of the great power could affect the direction of the world. It is then no surprise that some 

people would want such information. And since the expansion of the world, it became harder for people 

to get information. 

Even though communication has been established between the great power, because of the distance 

and the turbulence of energy that is present between the distance, right now it is like one is back at the 

age of telegraph. 

Milos stop his eavesdropping and focus on the drink on his hand. 

 


